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Abstract: Cloud computing with storage in cloud database is promising technology in near future. But
for easy access and fast processing service, it is essential that data will be store in cloud database. This
paper focused on five different techniques such as Efficient ranked searchable symmetric encryption
(RSSE) scheme, Attribute based encryption providing data retrieval service, two-round searchable
encryption (TRSE) scheme, multi-keyword ranked search over encrypted data in cloud computing
(MRSE) framework, Privacy preserving authenticated access control scheme. To improve this scheme
the new method is proposed here that is improved indexing scheme for fast searching in cloud
database which improves the performance of cloud system.
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INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing is dreamed vision of computing where cloud customer can remotely stored
their data into cloud database and take advantage of on-demand high quality service and
application from shared pool of computing resources. For individuals and enterprise, it is easy to
outsource their local data into cloud database as it provides great flexibility and economic saving.
For protecting data privacy and unauthorized access to cloud data, it is necessary to store that
data in encrypted form so that no one can easily access it. This encryption is done by data owner
before this sensitive data is outsourced to public cloud. On the one hand, for effective data
retrieval, large numbers of documents demanded by the cloud server to perform result relevance
ranking, instead of returning undifferentiated documents. Such ranked search scheme enables
data users to find the most relevant information easily, rather than sorting through every match
in the collection.
This paper discusses five scheme which worked on encrypted cloud data and retrieval of data
named Efficient ranked searchable symmetric encryption (RSSE) scheme, Attribute based
encryption providing data retrieval service, two-round searchable encryption (TRSE) scheme,
multi-keyword ranked search over encrypted data in cloud computing (MRSE) framework,
Privacy preserving authenticated access control scheme. All these schemes improved some part
of data encryption and data retrieval. But these schemes also have some problem so to overcome
such problems, this paper proposes new scheme named “Improved indexing scheme for fast
searching in cloud database”.
II) BACKGROUND
There are many works have been done on cloud computing for privacy preserving and stored
database. There are five different techniques has been studied in this paper which are as follows:
Efficient ranked searchable symmetric encryption (RSSE) scheme is the scheme which is used for
ranking the relevant result of user’s query before displaying it [1]. Attribute based encryption
(ABE) providing data retrieval service is worked on encrypted cloud data for search. In this
scheme keywords are used as attribute which is served as index term for searching. It retrieves
data efficiently and provides fine grain access control policy [2]. Two-round searchable
encryption (TRSE) scheme worked on vector space model and homomorphic encryption. Using
this scheme multi keyword searching is easily implemented [3]. Multi-keyword ranked search
over encrypted data in cloud computing (MRSE) framework has established set of strict privacy
requirement for secure cloud data. It has worked on coordinate matching function as many
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matching documents are present in database [4]. Privacy preserving authenticated access control
scheme supports anonymous authentication. Before storing data, this scheme verifies
authenticity of series without knowing user identity. So it prevents replay attack [5].
This paper introduces five different schemes i.e. Efficient ranked searchable symmetric
encryption (RSSE) scheme, Attribute based encryption providing data retrieval service, tworound searchable encryption (TRSE) scheme, multi-keyword ranked search over encrypted data
in cloud computing (MRSE) framework, Privacy preserving authenticated access control scheme.
Paper is organizes as follows. Section I Introduction. Section II discusses Background. Section III
discusses previous work. Section IV discusses existing methodologies. Section V discusses
attributes and parameters and comparisons between different schemes. Section VI proposed
method and outcome result possible. Finally section VII Conclude this review paper.
III) PREVIOUS WORK DONE
In last few years, many works have been done on cloud computing for its effectiveness. Cong
wang et al. [1] has worked on Secure and Efficient Ranked Keyword Search and defines and solves
the problem of secure ranked keyword search over encrypted cloud data. This method enhances
system usability by enabling search result relevance ranking. Dongyoung Koo et al. [2] have
proposed scheme which is best suited for cloud storage systems with massive amount of data.
This scheme provides rich expressiveness access control, fast search with simple comparisons of
searching entities and also guarantees data security and user privacy during data retrieval
process. Jiadi Yu et al. [3] has worked on multi-keyword retrieval technique and proposed tworound searchable encryption (TRSE) scheme which supports top-k multi keyword retrieval. TRSE
employ a vector space model and homomorphic encryption. The vector space model helps to
provide sufficient search accuracy, and the homomorphic encryption enables users to involve in
the ranking while the majority of computing work is done on the server side by operations only
on cipher text. Ning cao et al. [4] has worked privacy preserving searching and solves the problem
of multi-keyword ranked search over encrypted cloud data (MRSE). This scheme preserves strict
system wise privacy in the cloud computing paradigm and provides a balance parameter for data
users to satisfy their different requirements on precision and rank privacy. Sushmita Ruj et al. [5]
has proposed Decentralized Access Control scheme for secure data storage in clouds which
supports anonymous authentication. In this scheme, the cloud verifies the authenticity of the
series without knowing the user’s identity before storing data. It has added feature of access
control in which only valid customers are able to decrypt the stored information. The Scheme
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prevents replay attacks and supports modification, creation, and reading data stored in the cloud
database.
IV) EXISTING METHODOLOGIES
There are different scheme exists which worked on encrypted cloud data and retrieval of data
named Efficient ranked searchable symmetric encryption (RSSE) scheme, Attribute based
encryption providing data retrieval service, two-round searchable encryption (TRSE) scheme,
multi-keyword ranked search over encrypted data in cloud computing (MRSE) framework,
Privacy preserving authenticated access control scheme.
Efficient ranked searchable symmetric encryption (RSSE) scheme is the scheme which is used for
ranking the relevant result of user’s query before displaying it. Ranked search enhances system
usability because it shows us data relevant to query [1]. This scheme explores statistical measure
approach. It creates secure index which is searchable and developed one to many order
preserving mapping function to protect sensitive data.
Attribute based encryption (ABE) providing data retrieval service is worked on encrypted cloud
data for search [2]. In this scheme keywords are used as attribute which is served as index term
for searching. It retrieves data efficiently and provides fine grain access control policy.
Two-round searchable encryption (TRSE) scheme worked on vector space model and
homomorphic encryption. Using this scheme multi keyword searching is easily implemented [3].
The vector space model helps to provide sufficient search accuracy, and the homomorphic
encryption enables users to involve in the ranking while the majority of computing work is done
on the server side by operations only on cipher text.
Multi-keyword ranked search over encrypted data in cloud computing (MRSE) framework has
established set of strict privacy requirement for secure cloud data [4]. It uses inner product
similarity to evaluate similarity measure. As this scheme worked on coordinate matching, it is
possible to search multi keyword searching.
Privacy preserving authenticated access control scheme supports anonymous authentication.
Before storing data, this scheme verifies authenticity of series without knowing user identity [5].
So it prevents replay attack. In this scheme, when user creates file and stored it in cloud database
it is securely stored. It worked on two protocols ABE and ABS. it supports modification, creation
and reading data from cloud.
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V) ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
Ranked searchable symmetric encryption (RSSE) scheme shows that security guarantee of
propose scheme is strong than previous searchable scheme. It enhances system usability by
giving relevant result to query rather giving irrelevant data [1].
Attribute based encryption (ABE) providing data retrieval service is worked on encrypted cloud
data for search. This scheme is best suit for massive amount cloud storage data and provides data
security and privacy while retrieving data [2].
Two-round searchable encryption (TRSE) scheme worked on vector space model and
homomorphic encryption. Using this scheme multi keyword searching is easily implemented [3].
Multi-keyword ranked search over encrypted data in cloud computing (MRSE) framework has
established set of strict privacy requirement. It provides a balance parameter for data users to
satisfy their different requirements on precision and rank privacy [4].
Privacy preserving authenticated access control scheme supports anonymous authentication and
it verifies authenticity of series without knowing user identity. Using this it prevents replay attack
and supports authentication, modification [5].
Encryption scheme

Advantages

Disadvantages

Ranked searchable It enhances system usability by Cloud server has linearly traversed
symmetric
giving relevant result to query whole index of all the documents
encryption (RSSE) rather giving irrelevant data.
for each search request.
scheme
Attribute
encryption
scheme

based This scheme is best suit for
(ABE) massive amount cloud storage
data and provides data security
and privacy while retrieving data.

Complicated retrieval operations
for an environment where
numerous receivers of cloud
request frequently for huge
amount of data.
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Using this scheme multi keyword For security concerns, the vast
searching is easily implemented. majority of work should only be
(TRSE)
done by the data owner.

Multi-keyword
ranked search over
encrypted data in
cloud
computing
(MRSE) framework

It provides a balance parameter It does not check integrity of rank
for data users to satisfy their order in query search result data.
different
requirements
on
precision and rank privacy.

Privacy preserving
authenticated
access
control
scheme

It
supports
anonymous Cloud knows the access policy for
authentication and it verifies each record stored in the cloud
authenticity of series without which is limitation of this scheme.
knowing user identity.

VI) PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
Improved indexing scheme for fast searching in cloud database:Cloud system is consists of numbers of virtual machines (VM) and all are working simultaneously.
Whenever any query is fired by user, it is processed by one of the VM in cloud. In encrypted cloud
database whenever any keyword is queried by user, data owner encrypt that keyword and saved
index of that keyword in its file for future queries. But when large no. of data is stored in cloud
database and large no. of queries are requested by user, it degrades the performance of system.
This paper proposes new scheme where every virtual machine can stored index of encrypted
keyword which is processed by that VM. So whenever that keyword is again requested by user,
instead of going to the owner, VM searches the index it have and return result to user if that
keyword is stored in it and saves time of searching the whole index of data owner. If that keyword
is not present in VM’s index file then that keyword is processed by VM and returns result to user.
Dramatically this is shown as follows:
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Dia:- Improved indexing scheme
OUTCOME POSSIBLE RESULT
This paper proposed new scheme where every virtual machine in cloud stored index of encrypted
keyword processed by it and improves the performance of overall cloud system. Each keyword is
processed once and with the help of index, every time by showing it data is return to user and
save time of processing it.
VII) CONCLUSION
This paper focuses on study of five different searching schemes in encrypted cloud data. But they
have some limitation which is improved by this paper. This paper proposes new scheme where
index is stored on every virtual machine of cloud and make searching easy in huge amount of
database. This scheme is best suit for large amount of encrypted cloud database.
FUTURE SCOPE
Complications may occur if same keyword is encrypted by two different functions. To resolve this
complication is the future work of this paper.
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